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Use of backcountry areas in winter by crosscountry skiers, snowshoers, climbers, snowmobilers and others has increased rapidly in the
Mt. Hood area of Oregon in recent years.

With this increase in use a

larger segment of the user population is being exposed to potential
a.,pl.H11

Winger.

purpose of this study is to analyze the effectiveness of
avalanche warning programs in the Mt. Hood area.

In order to do this

the current warning program was analyzed by the investigator and winter
backcountry users were questioned as to how effective they thought it
was.

In conjunction the user's avalanche awareness was tested; their

travel routes were recorded (primarily in relation to hazardous vs. nonhazardous terrain); the user's winter backcountry and climbing experience

recorded; and their avalanche safety and awareness training recorded.
Three study locations were used during all but two weekends from
January 15, 1977, to March 26, 1977.

The study locations- were at Timber-

line Lodge (and areas accessible from the lodge), White River Canyon and
Hood River Meadows and adjoining areas.

All areas were on the slopes of

Mt. Hood.

Methods used in the study included: on-the-ground surveys (supplemented by aerial photographs) to map the avalanche paths within the study
areas; recording the location of all avalanche warning signs and observing the degree of use they received; on-site interviews and mailback
questionnaires to gather backcountry experience and education information
from the user and test their avalanche awareness; and periodic ski trips
into the study areas to survey use patterns.

Results showed that 33.5 percent of the people were traveling in
potentially hazardous avalanche terrain.

The potential for people to

reach hazardous terrain with minimal experience was clear when terrain
was reviewed and the low level of experience of some people traveling in
such terrain analyzed.

The U.S. Forest Service has begun an avalanche warning and awareness
program in the Mt. Hood area.

Analyss showed that few people took ad-

vantage of avalanche hazard information availnble through the Forest
Service: only 16.3 percent had checked with the Forest Service to find
out avalanche conditions in the Mt. Hood area; only slightly more people
(29.3 percent) were aware of the avalanche advisory sign (advising people

of avalanche conditions in the backcountry areas on the south and west
sides of Mt. Hood); and visual observations showed that few people made
a point to read posted avalanche warning signs in the backcountry areas.

The reasons why the warning and awareness program are riot successful are: 1) the low avalanche awareness of users in the backcountry areas
scored
of Mt. Hood (in the sample less than eight percent of the people

above TO percent on the avalanche awareness test out of a total of 30
points possible); 2) the inability of signs currently in use to effectively transmit the message; and 3) the ineffectiveness of currently
available avalanche safety programs and the way in which they are made
available.

Methods for improving the warning and awareness program are suggested in Chapter five.

It is felt that increasing numbers of people parti-

cipating in winter backcountry activities and the ease with which
hazardous areas are accessahle make the need for a good and efficient
program imperative.
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INTRODUCTION

Background information
United States
In the last thirty years the mountains of the western
sports.
have been witness to the growing popularity of winter

To this

to the
growing number of people winter is looked upon as a time to go

mountains and snow is the magnet that attracts them.
extended beOnly in the last few years has this growing popularity

yond developed winter sports complexes.

There have always been people

complexes,
participating in activities not associated with winter sports

but their numbers were small.

Since 1970 this participation in winter

mountaineering and
backcountry activities (ski touring, snowmobiling,
snowshoeing) has grown rapidly in response to increased media exposure
(primary media emphasis being on ski touring).
activities is
Increasing use by participants in winter backcountry

poorly documented although visibly evident.

This lack of statistics was

outdoor
noted by Robert W. Morans (1975) after he completed a study on

winter recreation for the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

Information is

activities since
even harder to come by on trends in winter backcountry

widespread interest in them is so recent.
data or
What little use information available is based on industry

estimates are gathered by
use information from small areas where use
States Forest
Federal land managers (National Park Service and United
Service).

available
What is evident from the scattering of information

backcountry activities
is that ski touring in particular, and the other
popularity.
to a lesser extent, are increasing rapidly in

Between 1967-

into the
1969 a total of 50,000 pairs of touring skis were imported
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United. States, and by 1972 this total had increased to 300,00 pairs for

that year alone (1975, Outdoor Recreation Action).

This same publication

have taken
estimates that since 1970 (up to 1975) one million Americans
up ski touring.

For particular use areas the figures are similar.

On Mt. Hood, lo-

(not
cated in the Cascade Range in Northern Oregon winter backcountry use

including snow-mobile use) during the 1972-73 winter totaled 5,085
visitor days (a visitor day is figured by taking the total estimated
hours of use and dividing by 12, thus visitor days often underestimates
figure had
the number of user visits); by the winter of 1975-76 this

jumped to 19,448 visitor days for an increase of 380 percent (USDA
Forest Service 1976).

Winter backcountry users, like other recreational users of the
mountains in winter, are attracted by the snow.
makes possible most of their activities.

It is the snow that

What many of these people don't

good times"
realize is that the same mountains they come to for "fun and
of death is snow.
can be deadly killers, and among the agents

Sliding snow, in the form of avalanches, is becoming an increaswinter buckcountry
ingly sensitive management problem as the number of
users increase.

The following statistics gathered by the Rocky Mountain

out just how
Forest and Range Experiment Station (Williams, 1975) point
serious the problem has become.
1)47 avalanche
In the last 25 years (ending in 1975) there have been

fatalities a year.
fatalities in the United States, an average of six

number of fatilHowever, for the five ,years from 1910-1915 the average
twenty-two
ities increased to twelve a year and peaked in 1974-75 when
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people were killed.

Of these 58 avalanche victims in the years 1976-75, 64 percent were
backcountry users (ski tourers, climbers, snowmobilers and snowshoers).
In the two years 1973-1975, the percentage of backcountry users among
avalanche victims jumped to 74 percent.

Need for Study

The increase in avalanche fatalities and the upward trend in winter
backcountry use appear to go hand. in hand.

If it is hypothesized that

as winter backcountry use increases so will the number of backcountry
avalanche fatalities in the future.

Can this trend be curbed.?

Managers of federal lands in several western states (Colorado,
Oregon and Washington) have already taken some action to try and insure
of handthat such a trend is curbed before it gets a chance to get out

They have begun signing potentially hazardous areas and broadcasting
(over the VHF weather channel) avalanche advisories when avalanche
hazard is expected to be high.

The efforts are intended to keep winter

baCkcountry users out of potentially hazardous areas.

The success of

these efforts has not been monitored.
to control
In summary the problem facing the manager is one of how
(in this case,
the user so they do not get themselves into trouble
caught, in an avalanche).

The manager's current efforts are concentrated

signing and use of radio,
on trying to communicate the hazard through

television and telephone to broadcast warnings.
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Hypotheses

warning programs
This study hypothesizes that the current avalanche

winter backcountry users out of
are ineffectual; that they do not keep
Second, it is hypothesized that the reason

potentially hazardous areas.

of avalanavalanche warning programs are ineffectual is the user's lack
communications
che awareness and the ineffectiveness of currently used
located.
techniques in communicating the hazard and where it is

is low
The study will go on to research why avalanche awareness
avalan(specifically what user characteristics relate to high levels of

methods of
che awareness) and investigate user response to alternative
upgrading their avalanche awareness.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature on winter backcountry use, it's management, and the
types of users involved in it is sorely lacking.

Because the primary

effectiveness
research effort in this study was aimed at analyzing the

of potentially
of avalanche hazard advisories in keeping users out
reviewed.
hazardous areas, communications and advertising literature was

backcountry use, literature
To help fill the void in literature on winter
also reviewed with the assumpon wildland users, management and users was
tion that winter backcountry

activities were essentially a wildland

experience and parallels could be drawn.

Communicating with Recreationists
segment of the populaThe winter recreationist belongs to a special

him or her apart from your
tion with particular characteristics that set
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everyday population.

In developing programs aimed at communicating a

particular message to the recreationist the administrator must keep
several things in mind.

One, recreationists are Free to ignore many of

a land managers communications efforts.

Two, the manager is dealing

with a non-captive audience, whose involvement is not based on some
of
great thirst for self-improvement, but rather as a diversion, sense

enjoyment, or even amusement (Wagar, 1971).
communiFor these reasons the administrator (the person doing the

cating) must have a good understanding of the elements involved in
effective communications if he or she expects to surmount the difficulties involved with trying to communicate with recreationists.
factors
Several authors have developed lists of what they feel are

involved in effective communications.

The following list was developed

(1963).
from the works of two authors, Steinberg (1972) and McLuhan

the key
Of the many factors involved in effective communications

content, the medium
ones are: the communicator, the communicant, the
(through which the message is presented) and the effect.

The Communicator
of the
In this situation the communicator is the administrator

lands upon which the recreation is taking place.
cisions fall upon the administrator.

In the end the de-

Management or human use comes down

of the administrator to
to policy decisions and it is the responsibility

make sure the right ones are made.
(Drucker,
The administrator should begin by developing a program
1967).

The following questions (actually- a preface to developing an
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advertising program) apply to the administrator trying to develop a
program for controlling user behavior.

The administrator should ask:

is the
what is the product; what is the idea to be communicated; who

and why should he
consumer (user); what is the user being asked to do;
(or she) do it(i3ernstein, 1971)?

Development of a plan will be import-

to the
ant to the overall success of the program, and using the answers

of the
above questions will help guide the administrator in development
plan.

Knowledge of the user and the available communications techniques
(their strengths and weaknesses) should be the key data used by the
administrator in developing the management plan.

Just how important

they are will be outlined in greater detail in the following pages.

The Communicant

The communicant is the receptor of the administrators (communicators) message.

In this study the communicant is the winter backcountry

the message of avalanche
user to whom the administrator is trying to get
hazard.

avalThe user is the single most important factor in determining
anche hazard.

if you could keep the user out of potentially hazardous

anyway) (Mellor, 1968).
areas you could get rid of the hazard (to people

movements is
The solution sounds simple, but trying to control user
no simple matter.

volumes of The

Several of the avalanche accidents recorded in both

riowy Torrents

(Gallagher, 1968 and Williams, 1975b) were

warnings or failing
the result of users failing to obey posted avalanche

avalanche safety sessions
to follow the practices explained to them during
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they had attended.
these cases?
1911).

in
Why didn't the communications techniques work

(Lucas,
It goes back to a need to know more about the user

be the most
Regulation of human use is considered by some to

(Food and Agricultural
difficult facet of all management schemes
Organization of the United Nations, 1976).
user?
Knowledge of the user. How much is known about the

Petersen

of user attitudes,
and Lime (1973) stress the importance of knowledge
wilderness
preferences, and perceptions in order to effectively manage
resources.

characterisLucas (1971) writes of the importance of user

communications with potentics for making use projections, for planning
evaluating user needs
tial users, for considering possible fees, and in
and desires.

It;

can
is only by knowing more about the user that managers

and properly educate the user
hope to effectively control user behavior
(Hendee, et al., 1968).

about the user may cause a
How much or how little the manager knows
bias when management policies are developed.

Studies have shown that

unavailable the personal philosowhen adequate knowledge of the user is

making management dephies of the manager are likely to creep in when
the users (Moeller, et
cisions, and they generally are not the same as

al., 1974 and Petersen, 1978).

The results can he poorly conceived

to problems by land managers
regulations and policies and hasty response
(Butler, 1974).

User management.

Knowing more about the user can improve manage-

being an aid in making management relations with the user as well as
communicates management decisions and
ment decisions. How the manager
management program is going to
policies will dictate how effective the
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The manager has many techniques available

be (Baden and Btankey, i)77).

to those
extending along a continuum from those that are light-handed
that are authoritarian.

Gilbert, et al (1972) described the continuum as

ranging from manipulation to direct controls.

Lucas (1973) is of the

attempt to
opinion that managers should to the maximum extent possible,
the indepuse the more subtle, light-handed approach so as to preserve

major parts
endent spontaneity, and freedom from regimentation that are
of the wilderness experience.

The Content
first
If the process of communications is to be successful you must

communicate with.
have the attention of the person you are trying to

in how successful you
The content of your message will play a large part
attention of the person you are trying
are in getting and maintaining the
to communicate with (McLuhan, 1963).

If you are able to get the atten-

that the content of your
tion of the person or persons you must be sure
know, and in a manner that
message tells them everything you want them to
is easily understandable.

(The importance of these characteristics will

the heading "the
be covered more thoroughly in the next section under
medium").

The Medium
will dictate in
The medium through which you present your message
communicate it.
some way the effectiveness with which you can

cation with the user can take the form of

Communi-

ighs, brochures, media

announcements, educational programs, and Su on.

Each one has certain

9
advantages and disadvantages.
Signs.

Information signing may be an important tool for the re-

movements.
source manager in achieving desired control of visitor

Al-

though signs fall into three major catagories, informational, directionmost frequental., and regulatory (Castro, 1972), informational signs are
ly used in association with winter backcountry activities.

Signs have a number of advantages over other media.

They can be

relatively inexpensive; operation and maintenance costs are usually low;
they are self-paced; and can be in place at all times (McIntosh, 1976).

With their advantages come a number of disadvantages too.

A sign is

be
passive and requires mental effort on the part of the user; there can

it will be
only one way communication; and because it is in place where

easily accessible it is subject to the weather and to vandalism. (Ibid.).
Informational signs must pass four requirements before they can be
considered effective (Schramm, 1971).

The sign must attract attention

be easily interpreto itself; be accepted by the user as being factual;
the visitor) for
ted; and information must be stored away (in the mind of
future reference.

written adverBurton's (1975) philosophy for designing effective
slightly differtising also applies to the field of signing and gives a

ent approach to designing the effective sign.

The first objective is to

to attract the
have the sign seen and read so it must first be designed
then the sign
attention of the audience for which it is intended and

quickly to the job of
must lure the user into reading it by switching
interest building.
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The effectiveness of this effort to build the reader's interest
depends on what Schramm (1971) calls the "fraction of selection".

In

simplified form:

fraction of selection = expectation of reward
effort required
By increasing the "expectation of reward" and minimizing the "effort
required" you can then theoretically optimize the effectiveness of the
Expectation of reward is greater when readers can indentify with

sign.

the message.

If the subject is physically or psychologically close to

expectation
the readers or related to the role they themselves fill that
of reward will again be increased (McIntosh, 1976).
Decreasing the amount of effort involved in extracting information
from a sign can be done in several ways.

Because people have drifted

(McLuhan, 1964), signs have
away from the written to the visual medium
(Roderkerk,
been found to be less effective if they only contain words
1976).

When words are used they should be easily understood, and the

written message should be kept short and to the point (McIntosh, 1976).
Other information that has been found useful in designing signs
(Roderkerk, 1:976) are the use of signs of irregular shape (not rectan-

written
gular) that present their message in a "friendly" text with
characters.

Because signs can be read by a greater number of users

signs
than can be contacted by managers verbally it is important that

most people, and designed
be proberly located so that they will reach the
distance away, stimulatso they will attract the attention of users some
ing them to make an effort to read the sign's message.
Brochures.

Brochures have been widely used as management tools by
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the TBrest Service and ether public agencies.

There are brochures on

and
camping, cross-country skiing, mountain climbing, winter safety,
even avalanches, just to name a few.

The brochure can be an effective

disadvant.tool of the administrator, but along with its advantages come
ages too (Dunmire, 1976)

Brochures are one way forms of communication that do not permit
active feedback.

effort
If any questions do arise it takes considerable

on the part of the person reading the brochure to get the answer.

Be-

material it can not be changed
cause the brochure is a singular piece of
to fit the audience.

And since brochures, especially informational

brochures, are often generalized over wide areas, they become non-

personalized and often leave out pertinent local information.
conjunction with
Brochures do have a place though and when used in
that the combination
posted campground regulations, one study found
regulations (Ross
significantly improved user knowledge of campground
and Moeller, 1974).

having
In addition, brochures have the advantage of

leisure; the brochure
take home value and they can be reread at one's

of commercial and other
can be distributed widely by taking advantage
be valuable when
outlets; and in the winter especially, the brochure can
the weather makes sign maintenance difficult.
Media announcements.

it's information visually

Our society has become conditioned to receive
(through pictures) and through sound (McLuhan,

be taken of opportuni1964), and for this reason full advantage should
ties to use audio media forms (Smith-White, 1976).

Making use of the

getting a message across to
radio, television, or telephone as a way of

that it reaches a wide audience
the recreational user wilt usually insure
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(if the message is announced during high use periods over radio and tele-

vision), and that the user gets the message before they even get to the
recreational area for which the announcement pertains.
. is

This latter point

especially important if the announcement may mean a change of plans

for the user (i.e., an avalanche hazard advisory may mean that a user
in).
will want to select a different area to ski, climb, or snowshoe

radio
Although it seems likely that announcements over television or
the
could be effective methods of reaching winter backcountry users

communicator should have a planned course of action and at least have
likely reach the
some information on what types of media forms would
greatest number of users.

Without a planned course of action the

large
communicator can probably expect his message to reach a relatively

audience, but not necessarily the audience he (or she) is trying to
reach (Fazio, 1970)
to
Use of radio, television, or telephone is usually restricted

short announcements because of the expense involved.

These announce-

information
ments are often curried over news programs or as public

anything
announcements and as a result the announcer will seldom know

about the background of the announcement.

This weakness can seriously

ctiveness of an announcement under certain circumstances
advisorary
(i.e., if the announcer is unable to get the meaning of the

message across to the viewers or listeners).

When using this media

to the user public
format the person trying to get the message through

should he aware or these weaknesses.
Classroom education programs.

Trends in the number of avalanche

fatalities were document ed in the introduction.

Enthusiasm for winter
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pursuit
recreation and the increasing willingness to take risks in the

of pleasure (i.e., the trend toward. more and more difficult alpine
ascents) are not always balanced by proper thought and preparation.

The

persistence of these attitudes will insure a generous number of avalanche victims every year (Williams, 1975).
is it feasible to think that these attitudes can be changed?

Heberlein (1974), calls these attempts to modify man's "internally
controlled behavior" on the basis of new information on the cognitive
fix.

The cognitive fix according to Heberlein always involves the trans-

fer of information, often under the guise of educational programs,
informational campaigns, or advertising, that tries to modify beliefs,
attitudes, values, or motivation.

The problem with the cognitive fix

according to lieberlein is that even if you are successful in changing
beattitudes, success is only possible if this leads to a subsequent

havior change and this is difficult or impossible to Heberlein.

If the

beneficial
cognitive fix is going to work the user has to be given some
motive (reward) for changing behavior.

If this reward is considered a

might change.
good enough reason by the user their behavior and actions
However others (Stankey, 1976; Hendee, et

1968; Gallagher,

of educat1967; Williams, 1975b) are less inclined to give up the effort
One

and behavior.
ing the public with the goal being changing attitudes

effort, comes from
hopeful sign of what can be done, with significant
wilderness areas.
the change that., has come in user behavior in

Hendee,

that they felt were inconet al., (1968) observed many user behaviors
wilderness resource.
sistent with sustaining the high quality of the

changed and most
Since the time of the study attitudes and behavior have
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of the "inconsistant" habits they referred to are no longer problems or
only minor problems.

If the educational program is to be effective certain guidelines
should be followed.

The public should be involved, in setting up the

education program, to insure that it meets their needs and wants (Lucas,
1968).

Educational materials should be accurate and factual, to insure

that the user does not begin disbelieving the educational material
(Stanke,y, 1976).

And last, remember that the education program is meant

to change the attitudes and behavior of your audience, keep the program
interesting to them, if you lose their interest your efforts will go for
naught (Boulanger and Smith, 1974).

Use examples close to "home", and

develop your program so it is oriented toward the experiences of the
audience (Wagar, 1971).

Ill.

METHODS

The Study Area

The Mt. Hood area in the Cascade Range of Northern Oregon was
selected as the area of study.

It was chosen for four reasons: 1) the

of
researchers personal. familiarity with the area; 2) the high amount

winter backeountry use the area is receiving (U. S. Forest Service, 1976);
3) the close proximity of popular winter backcountry use areas to
avalanche terrain; and

the recent initiation of avalanche advisories

for the Mt. Hood area.

Within the general area of study, three individual sites were
chosen for questionnaire dissemination and field study.

The three sites

(these
chosen were: Hood River Meadows, White River, and Timberline Lodge
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sites and the travel routes that radiate from them are marked on
Figure 1).

These sites were chosen because of the high amount of winter

backcountry use they get in relation to other sites in the Mt. Hood area,
and their close proximity to avalanche terrain.

Two user groups were

predominate at the sites: climbers and cross-country skiers at Timberline Lodge, and cross-country skiers at Hood River Meadows and White
River.

Sampling

A simple sampling procedure was used whereby at least one member of
each party going into one of the study areas was interviewed and given a
questionnaire.

The procedure used sampled the driver of each vehicle

entering the parking lot from which access to one of the study areas was
gained.

The procedure permitted contact with over 95 percent of the

parties leaving from the parking lots at White River and Hood River
Meadows.

However, at the Timberline Lodge parking lot the percentage

because of the
was lower (the exact percentage is difficult to ascertain
uncertainty of the exact number of cross country users using the area)
skiers
because of the larger lot and a higher percentage of downhill

intermingling with backcountry users, the downhill skiers not being a
part of the study.

On-site Interviews
site inforThe on-site interview was short and involved recording
be taken,
mation, explaining the study, recording the planned route to

and explaining the mail-back procedure for the questionnaire.

Names and
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in the
addresses were requested in order to contact respondents later
instudy with a follow-up letter or study summary if respondents were

terested.

(A copy of the interview form is in Appendix I.)

possible
On-site interview procedure. Users were contacted whenever
as they drove into the parking areas.

In a few cases contact had to be

made after users had returned. from their trips.

Interviewing began about 9:00 a.m. and ended at 3:00 p.m.

Observa-

most users
tions and past experience in the Mt. Hood area indicated that
had been
had already entered the area by 3:00 p.m. and so unless users
to remissed going into the area, a trip was taken into the study areas
cord travel patterns.

Most of the users were found to enter the study

areas between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
but
The study sites were originally chosen in a systematic manner,

the schedule
it was found that because of weather and snow conditions
had to be altered.
entire weekend.

Originally only one location was sampled for an

This was done primarily to accommodate the climbers who

days and thus
frequently bivouac (spend the night out) and are out two
recorded by the
might experience varing snow conditions which could be
interviewer.

In March the site was shifted each day since the user

the Timberline
population no longer included climbers (this was because
because of
Lodge area was not, used an an interview location that month
unfavorable weather conditions) .

1977 through March 26,
The interviews were made from January 15,
1977.

of a lack of
During this period two weeks were omitted because

three days because of
snow cover; also, interviews were cancelled on
stormy weather which precluded use.
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Because of weather the Timberline Lodge site was only surveyed on
four days, while the Hood River h1eadows and White River sites were surveyed six and four days respectively.

The Questionnaire

A mail - back questionnaire was chosen because:
1.

People are usually anxious to get on their way and filling
out the questionnaire would slow them down and their
rushed. attitude might affect the way in which they answer

the questionnaire.
2.

The questionnaire was long and the weather in winter is
usually not conclusive to waits while one has to fill out

a questionnaire.
3.

Some of the qui st. ions asked for responses related to the

trip so the user had to complete the trip before filling
out the questionnaire.

The text of the questionnaire was reviewed by persons experienced

in questionnaire den.

The questions that were to test the user's

avalanche safety
avalanche awareness were reviewed by instructors of
courses.

To further test the proposed design of the questionnaire, a

partial pretest wa:; given to members of un Oregon State University
survival. class.

Questionnaire response rate.

Interviews were completed with 348

people in the eight weeks of the study.

After one follow-up letter,

response rate of 72 perresponses from 251 people were returned for a
cent.

by location.
Table 1 summarizes the response rates

TABLE 1.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSE RATE OF
USERS BY LOCATION
TIMBERLINE
LODGE

HOOD RIVER
MEADOWS

WHITE
RIVER

TOTAL

Number of questionnaires
handed out

65

137

146

348

Number of returned
questionnaires

41

109

101

251

63.1

79.6

69.2

72

Response rate (percent)

Questionnaire content. The following information was obtained from
the questionnaire:
1.

The user's winter backcountry, climbing and winter camping
experience levels.

2.

Activity undertaken on the trip (e.g. nordic skiing, snowshoeing, climbing, snowmobiling, etc.)

3.

Group size.

4.

The leadership characteristics of the group (e.g. how formal
leader of the
was the group leadership, who was the designated
group and why?)

5.

and the area in
The user's familiarity with the Mt. Hood area
Which the trip is to be taken.

6.

Whether the user had received any instruction in avalanche
safety and where.

7.

A description of the actual route taken.

8.

activity they were
A rating by the user of their abilityin the
participating in.

9.

the trip
Whether avalanche rescue equipment is being carried on
and what kind.
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10.

A test of the persons avalanche awareness and an understanding
of their areas of weakness.

11.

The users familiarity with avalanche information programs,
including avalanche hazard advisories in the Mt. Hood area.

12.

Information and education programs on avalanche safety that
would best meet the needs of the user.

A wide range of items were covered in the avalanche awareness
questionnaire, aimed at uncovering user characteristics and weakness in
especially in
knowledge that could help explain their travel patterns characterisrelation to hazardous avalanche terrain, knowledge of user
tics and how they might be expected to score on the avalanche awareness
and educatest could help management agencies in developing information
they manage.
tion programs to meet the needs of users traveling on lands

(For a copy of the questionnaire see Appendix 1).

Aerial and Ground Site Surveys
to
To analyze the potential hazard of each route it was necessary

expected to come into
map visible avalanche paths that users could be
contact with.

Beginning with the analysis of the sites using aerial

in
photographs, and then following this up with on-the-ground surveys

mapped for
the fail and winter months, avalanche paths and areas were
each study site.

The size and frequency of avalanches were estimated

analyzing physical
using information on weather patterns in the area and
damage done to vegetation.

the end of the day
Ground surveys were made into the study situ at
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activity if
(after interviewing) to study travel patterns and avalanche
any.

into areas
Of most importance was the checking of travel patterns

of potential avalanche hazard.

Avalanche Hazard Forecastinq
S. Forest Service
The avalanche conditions were checked with the U.
each study
avalanche hazard predictions for the day of the interview at
site.

These were rechecked in the study area during the interviewers

ski after interviews were completed.

This information was recorded to

travel patterns.
see how it might effect the user's planned vs. actual
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IV.

RESULTS

the
Results from research methods employed in the study provided
the
following types of data which can be used by managers to improve

effectiveness of avalanche warning programs used in the Mt. Hood area.
I.

A description of winter backcountry users in the Mt. Hood
area, and analysis of the relationships between user characteristics and avalanche awareness scores.

2.

A description of use patterns; an analysis of the relationship
between travel in hazardous areas and the avalanche hazard (as
communicated through avalanche advisories) on the travel day;

and the user's avalanche awareness as measured by the avalanche
awareness test.
3.

An analysis of user response to alternative methods of upgrading their avalanche awareness.

Characteristics of Winter Backcountry Users in the Mt. Hood Area
underThe purpose of this section is to give the reader a better

during the
standing of the types of users surveyed in the Mt. Hood area
course of the study.

The results are presented in tabular form accord-

test.
ing to how the user score I on the avalanche awareness

For ease

sub-groups,
of interpretation the user population was divided into two

below the mean
those who scored above the mean and those who scored.
avalanche awareness
(in the next section the significance of the user's

the reader should be
score will be analyzed in greater depth; for now
scores).
cautious, and not interpret scores above the mean as passing

TABLE G.

SUI4MARY OF RELATTO=IP BETWEEN WINTER BACKCOUNTRY USER
CHARACTERISTICS ATi-1) THE USER'S AVALANCHE AWARENESS

ST RESULTS

AVALANCHE AWATIESS

Winter B!m!kccuntry
arm" Relatd

Score

Mean

Score

tvlean

Experience in Winter
41.7(65)

Score

fl),

1-3 Year:

58.3(91)

Year

33.0(31)

67.0(64)

47.53

57.5(73)

42.5(54)

40.0

4+

Number of Winter Tri73s
1-7 Trite a year
7+

Tr_,

Number of Snow Cam..-ing
Trip_,

1+

TriF

;alue

38.7(48)

61.3(76)

45.74

61.8(68)

38.2(42)

38.92

.3d

.01

2.88

.01

.91

.01

5.70

.01

'ipE

31.9(45)

68.1(96)

147.18

61.4(100)

38.6(63)

39.05

75.0(66)

49.78

Climbing Experince T.
(#years climbing)
None

One or more years

25.0(22)

TABLE 2.

AVALANCHE AWARENESS TEST RESULTS

User Winter Rackcountry
elat.ed

and.

Kneris

Score

!e.

Score

:',:ean

l'1ean

CONTINUED

!'.e.an Score

T Value

Probabilit

7.43

.ol

8.84

.01

1.88

.05

Fxperlence
(Avg.
Lo

Climb.: a lear)
climbs per year
than

60.6(17)

39.4(76)

39.26

89.6(52)

54.11

81.7(n=16)

53.64

=,

C,reter than 3 climbs per year
User's Avalanche Awareness
(safe) Train]ng
User has had tsalnin

User has not had training
Utilization of Avalanche
Rescue EauiDment*
User carries equipment

10.4(6)

18.3(n=17)
66.5 (n=105

)

33.5(n=53)

3(7.55

100(7)

59.15

Use

User does not
*So

euiTpment

0. (0)

49.6(121)

5'0.4(123)

45.52

carried equihment, small sample.

party member was caught in an
*In this study this: meant equipment that could be of aid if a person or
(or their equivalent) were required.
avalanche; at least avalanche cord, avalanche probe and shovel
though this last parameter was not significant (p

.05) the fact that so few people carry avalanche

safety equipment has important implications to the manager.

Al-
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DiSCUSSTON.

The factor that explained the greatest degree of varia-

tion in the user's avalanche awareness score was, as might be expected,

their level of avalanche awareness training.
ing scored significantly (p

Those people with no train-

.01) lower on the avalanche awareness test

than did people with some training.

How did 33.5 percent of the people who reported no training score
above the mean on the avalanche awareness test?

There are probably

several mitigating factors, but one major factor is the amount of exp-

erience the user has traveling in avalanche terrain.

The level of exp-

climbing,
erience of the user, whether it be winter backcountry related or

played a significant (p
avalanche awareness.

.01) part in explaining the variation in a user's

What is more important, and will be discussed. in

depth in Chapter five, is the high percentage of people with little
and yet
experience and correspondingly tow levels of avalanche awareness

avalanche
with the capabilities or traveling into potentially hazardous
terrain.

This is the person the manager should be especially cognizant

of, and make a concerted effort to reach.

It is this group which is least

themselves into.
likely to be aware or the hazards they may be getting

User's response to whether they used or carried avalanche rescue
the land manaequipment pointed. out another problem of significance to
ger.

to avalanche
Although the parameter was not significantly i Frla tod

adequate equipment to
awareness, the fat, that no few people carried_
undertake a rescue inn important implications.

it means that even if a

party member is caught in
person knows the basic steps to take in case a
out because the proper
an avalanche they may not be able to carry them
equipment is unavailable.

The ramifications of this will be discussed in
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greater detail

in Chapter rive.
Out or a total of 30 points

The user's avalanche awareness score.

12.6 or )42
possible on the nvalanche awareness test the mean score was

percent ( standard deviation

and range 0 to 83

17.05

score does not represent an adequate
on the avalanche

3,via reness test

measure

however.

percent ) .

The mean

or what i s a passing score

The out hor, after consulting

wi th Forest Fery ice personnel in the Mt . Hood area, has determined that

because of the 1.1 re or death importance o f the subject, mat ter (a person
unable to

i dent

i ry an avalanche,. path, attempts to cross it, is caught,
- an example of where awareness

ed,
buried and ki led,

probably have saved a

)

least be set at '10 percent.

or

the hazard would

the pas sing score on the test should at

Analysis of the test showed that a person

still be
could theoreti ca 11 y miss up to nine questions on the test and
expected to travel_ with some degree of :-3afety
terrain.

avN1 anche hazardous

However, it should be emphasized that the test has not been

test
vali dated and be Core -(0 percent can be used w i th frequency the
needs to be val i dated ( pre ('erably by testing

populations whobe ter.t hboreh
92.11

p,..,pc-ro, or Lbo

`1'h is stmt

i

r Han ti

would he expected to

user's

y different

dirfer).

r(I LL below the '(0 percent

In the
"pa::.;ing"

c has (i i rect, impli cation.; For the Forest ;;ervi cc

how do you communicate
and their vintor bac kc elm try manat-r,erm..nt program a problem to a. uer who knows very tittle about it?

C7hapter five will

explore this; problem in greater depth.

The Erfectivenebb el Current Avalanche Warning Prog,ramb
bybtemb.
liber awareness or avalanche warning and inFormatiin
HT). 3 percent or th,,

Only

r .,ample has checked with the H.P. Forest, Ferv:ice
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to rind out avalanche conditions in the Mt. Hood area and only slightly
more people

knew there was an avalanche advisory sign

( 29. 3 percent )

conditions in the backcountry areas on the

(advising people or avalate

south and west sides of Mt. Hood

)

in Government Camp.

That the sign is

posted in Government, Camp and the 1.oest Service is a willing source
of i n f o rma Lion on aval anche coed it ions i.n the Mt .

i n The ()regotti an and other

announced on televi r i on and written up

A significant

publications.

( p

. 01

Hood area has been

relations h ii p p between the user's

)

avalanche awareness score and their use and know] edge of the avalanche
warning systems avi i 1.a.ble in the Mt.

flood area, again points out a need

aval anche awareness.

to work on improving the user

The ef Feet veness o f avalanche advisories and n i gni ng in keep ing

users out or potential ly hazardous areas.
on study days

)

During the study ( at least

avu 1 anc he hazard di d not reach condi t i ons

warranting

At timer condit ionn seemed ideal, and in fact

classification as hi

avalanche advisories were broadcast over radio and tetevin ion, but be
cause of' wind cond i t ions on the mountain

hazard never mater

during

these times the high

i zed ra.r, expec Led.

of
Alt hough avalanche hazard was r(-,l1a.1.,1 vel y 1 ow throughout much

the winter (primarily due to Lire lack of preci p
showed that

r)

p.J.cent, of the poop le

haz,adow; avalanche terrain.

poss b

t,

where the
ng, of the 11va

figures

'tV r!' posted
rd

I anc

i

tati on ) ,

anal ys

:-11.1r.v(y(-d were traveling to or

i_n

Th if; took place even in areas

ig,ns at the head of canyons warn

n part, i cu ar are

and 3 were drawn From aerial photos of t he three study

areas and show d i "l,

i rist,

land marks and avalanche haze rd zones according,
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to their degree or hazard and travel router.

The travel routes are

mapped according to the frequency with which they are traveled.

The

avalanche hazard zones are mapped roughly according to the frequency
with which they avalanche.

Did people traveling in potentially haz ardour avalanche terrain
have a higher avalanche awareness than people traveling in non-hazardous
terrain?

The association between the user's travel route (whether it

was potentially hazardous or not) and score on the avalanche awareness
test was not significant (p

.05).

Of the group traveling potentially

hazardous terrain, 46.4 percent scored below the mean and in White River
Canyon alone this was increased to 60.6 percent scoring below the mean.
To U. S. Sorest Service personnel managing there areas this poses
a problem.

What to do about the high proportion of user's traveling in

potentially hazardous avalanche terrain and yet scoring below the mean
on the avalanche awareness test.
Chapter five.

This problem will he addressed in

TABLE

Area

3.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AVALANCHE AWARENESS SCORE
AND HAZARDNESS OF TRAVEL ROUTE (IN PERCENT)

Scored

Mean

Scored

Mean

Mean Score

T Value

Probability

Hood River :1eadows
34.6(9)

46.95

Hazardous

65.4(17)

Non-hazardous

49.4(39)

50.6(40)

42.22

Hazardous

39.4(13)

60.6(20)

39.21

Non-hazardous

47.7(31)

52.3(34)

Hazardous

60.0(15)

40.0(10)

Non-hazardcus

60.9(14)

39.1(9)

44.1

Hazardous

53.6(45)

46.4(39)

43.46

Non-hazardous

50.3(84)

49.7(83)

42.49

1.06

P

.05

1.29

p

.05

1.82

p

.05

White River

Timberline Lodge
)45.36

Total
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The routes described by 4n ers cross some very hazardous areas, but

usually well below the starting zones.

The areas they do cross are

usually isolated paths, and the routes (except for climbing routes)
terrain
usually stop or alter course before they get into very severe
The canyon walls at

where all slopes should be looked at with caution.

accessible to
the head of White River Canyon and Clark Canyon are very
less access even novice skiers and upper Newton Creek is only slightly

able especially in years of heavy snowfall.

Whether these upper can-

will continue
yons and Big Zigzag Canyon of the Timberline Lodge area
the damage
to see only a scattering or visitors is open to conjecture,
visible.
wrought by avalanches thundering down them, however is only too

User Opinions on How to Upgrade Avalanche Warning and information
Programs.

Results show how little users know about existing information
systems.

of a growSo if these systems are expected to meet the needs
Over 80 percent

ing user population improvements will need to be made.
of the user sample agreed.

warning systems
The user was asked their opinion on which avalanche
for
would be most bineficial to them in preparing

country on Mt. Hood.

N.

Most people listed some combination or either

(see Tub]
sign, radio, television or phone messages
The U.'S-

trip into the back-

)4

For a summary).

of users
Sorest Service should note the high proportion

(65.7 percent) who listed signs.

Some avalanche signing is done in the

White River and llood River Meadows parking areas.

Results of visual

percentage of
observations in both areas, and as already noted, the
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users traveling along potentially hazardous routes shows that few people
paid much attention to the signs.

Results from the questionnaire and

visually in the White River and Hood River Meadows parking areas lead
to the assumption that signing methods need to be improved to be effective.

TABLE )

USER MEERENCE EOR AVALANCHE WARNINU SYSTEMS

Warntng Syptem
Left Blank

User Reponse (%)
8.8

Signs

65.1

Radio

31.9

Televinion

29.1

Telephone

13.9

Other

13.6
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Improving the avalanche warning system in the Mt. Hood area is only
the first step in the process or upgrading the avalanche awareness of
users in the Mt. Hood area.

The second, and probably more important,

step is to work on improving the avalanche safety and awareness educaResults of the avalanche awareness test show just how

tion program.

great a need there is

Since it is important to insure that the pro-

gram will fit the needs and requirements of the user a question was included on the questionnaire which asked the user to specify the type of
educational program would best suit their requirements.

The substantial majority of user's preferred an avalanche safety
series run in The Sunday Oregonian (59.0 percent) .

Although this is a

very viable source of information it has certain weaknesses that will be
discussed further in Chapter five.
A more viable alternative and preferred by a. large block of people
were actual classroom sessions.

Private classes were listed as an al-

ternative by 23.1 percent of the respondents and community college
evening classes by 21.5 percent of the respondents.
these type
time.

Unfortunately

of classes are not currently available in the area at this

Occasionally one night seminars are put on through one of the

local outdoor clubs, but these only reach a. few people.

More classes

need to be made available to those people who are not members of local
clubs, and ideally these classes should be more than just evening
seminars.

This di

ei

ien, including the merits, of evening or private

classes over The Sunday Oregonian and other media forms will be discussed in more detail in Chapter five.
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TABLE

USER PREFERENCE FOR AVALANCHE EDUCATION MEDIA

Avalanche Education Media,

Left Blank

Weekday Prime Time Wlevi ion
Weekend Morning Televiaion

User Group Preference
(in percent)

3.2

20.3
2.1

Series in The Sunday Orog,onian

59.0

Community College Evening Class--

21.5

Private Classes

33.1

Other

2.8
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V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study aimed to analyze the effectiveness of avalanche warning
programs in the Mt. Hood area.

Since the study was completed in March

of 1977, the Sorest Service has introduced new methods and altered
others in an attempt to improve the avalanche warning program, but the
results of this study are still valid.
Ll was initially hypothesized that the avalanche warning system
on lit. Hood was ineffective and did not keep users out of potentially

Oven with the drought conditions that existed, and

hazardous areas.

the difficulty of travel in many areas during the season due to lack of
snow, results show that people were getting into hazardous areas.

What

is even more important is that most of these people had a "low" avala-

nche awareness and some were even incapable of identifying an avalanche
path.

The lack of snowfall and low avalanche hazard on the weekends of

the study precluded any attempt to accurately test the hypothesis, but
evidence leads this investigator to believe that unless users are sufficiently trained in avalanche safety they will he incapable of staying
out of hazardous areas they can not even

identiry.

Results show that one of the reasons people are /totting into
hazardous arc
technillic

.

is the
,
I

ineffectiveness of currently used communications

The following reasons explain why currently used communica-

tions are ineffectual.:

one, signs currently used in the Mt. Hood area

reach only a small frntion of the user population; second, current
signing fails to effectively communicate the needed messages, and third,
even w i tip signing a broad hosed avalanche awareness program

is needed to
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instill

ft people (at all experience levels) the hazards of avalanche

terrain, how to identify it, how to travel safely in it, and so on.
The majority or user's surveyed felt that avalanche hazard signing
in the Mt. Hood area needed to be improved.

Using the recommendations

made by several authorities, and reviewed. in Chapter two, signs first,

need to be made more visible, second, they need to be easily readable
and understandable; and third, there must be a reason behind them that
is easily recognizable and understandable to the user.

Observations,

and comments from users, lead one to believe that all the signs currently in use fail to meet these criteria.

The Forest Service, in coopera-

tion with the user public, should work together in developing an avalanche warning sign program that meets the above criteria.

Such a sign,

upon development, could be used in many areas across the western United
States, so it's development should not be thought of as being singular
in nature.

Signing may be the most effective way of dealing with the initial
problem, but it i5 only a stop-gap measure and should probably be aimed
primarily at the beginner or new- corner to Mt. Hood.

The primary goal

needs to be upgraddng the avalanche awareness of winter backcountry
users.

Results of the study show that current avalanche awareness programs
are not only not reaching a sizeable proportion of the user population,
but also are not as effective as they should be.

A concerted effort

needs to be made to make people just beginning to get involved in winter
backcountry activities aware of the aval 4 a.nche hazard in the Mt. Hood
area. and involved in an avalanche safety program.

Signs, in the long
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run, will only he as erfective as the knowledge or the user's who read

them and the same holds true for other warning programs transmitted over
radio, television or telephone.

Study results suggest that as a user's experience In avalanche
associated terrain increases so does their avalanche awareness.

As

might be expected, and the results bear out, people with little experience tend to have a tower level of avalanche awareness.

With the aid

of these more experienced users, members of the Forest Service, and
outdoor organizations active in sponsoring winter backcountry activities, an active ongoing avalanche safety and awareness program needs to
be initiated_

Current programs are aimed at the experienced user, but

a greater need is for programs oriented toward the beginner.

Results did show that the experienced user could be expected to do
better on the avalanche awareness test in comparison to the inexperienced user.

The r

u]ts also showed, however that even the experienced

user did much worse than would be hoped.

This leads to the assumption

that, current avalanche safety and awareness programs are not as effectiv,

d be

was no effort made during this study to review and analyse
the program content of avalanche safety and awareness programs offered

Although It would be help-

to users of tfu., Mt. Hood winter 1,ackcountry.

ful to run such a study, experience sitting through or participating in

several avalanche safety and awareness courses suggests several weaknesses.

First, most avalanche sessions are on

often a part of skiing or climbing class.

night lectures, most

Because the classes are only

one night the partiiptnt is offered only a brief summary of information
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he or she needs to retain and at the same time they fail to get the
field experience that is no beneficial.

Second, for many class parti-

cipants the one evening lecture is the only exposure to avalanche safety
and awareness information they will ever get.

There are very few

"refresher" type courses offered; or for that matter there are few
courses offered past the introductory level.

There needs to be an on-

going program where people can update their training as well as refresh
their memory.

Third, many of the avalanche training programs fail to

keep pace with new developments in avalanche technology.

New advances

in avalanche technology out-date many of the old. ideas, and because so

much is happening in the

of avalanche technology it is up to the

avalanche program instructor to keep abreast of new developments.

And

fourth, the avalanche programs are usually very general in nature, failing to concentrate on information specific to the Pacific Northwest and
even less so to the Mt. Hood area.

Any group a:,:.it rf.91 the task of up-

grading the avalanche awareness and information programs in the Mt. Hood
area needs to keep these factors in mind, and concern themselves with

expanding the number of backcountry users who have been through an
avalanche safely and awareness course.

Users who completed and returned the questionnaire listed the
types of avalanche education programs that, they could most likeLy fit
into their schedul e.

It is important to keep these in mind when develop-

ing an awhreness program, but it is also important to be aware of the
strengths and weakn

of the different methods.

For instance, al-

though 5d percent of the users felt that they would be most likely to

participate in a progmm based on articles found in the newspaper you
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run into mally problems associated with this technique.

One, it is a

passive communications technique and questions are very difficult, if
not impossible to get answered.

Second, there is great difficulty in

adequately illustrating concepts in a newspaper article.

Third, is the

inability of this Form of communication to hold a persons interest for
extended periods or time (since this would have to he a series of articles); and so on.

Where the newspaper could be valuable would be in

communicating places where people could obtain avalanche information;
where and when they could sign up for classes, and in communicating new
development:

in avalanche safety and information pertinent to the Pacific

Northwest.

Television has many of the same weaknesses as the newspaper format, but does have the advantage of permitting good illustrations of
concepts.

It is probably the most expensive of the education formats

to put on.

Community college and private classes have the most potential for
getting the information across to the user.

You have the flexibility

here of gearing your programs to different experience and interest
levels; concepts can he adequately illustrated; questions addressed on
the spot; and it is passible to schedule field sessions.

it i5 my feel-

ing that this is where efforts in educating users should concentrate not just in avalanche safety, but overall winter safety.

The other

media format:; should he used to supplement the class room.

Finally, there nec_ds to he a way of getting across where avalanche

hazard information is available and second, the importance of carrying
avalanche safety (rescue) equipment when traveling in avalanche hazard
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terrain.

Very few people surveyed had ever attempted to get avalanche

hazard information, nor did they know where to go.

A concerted effort

needs to be made to get this information to the user - not only where
it is available, but also stress the willingness with which it is given
(it is important that more people seek out this information).

The number of people carrying avalanche rescue equipment with them
when traveling in avalanche terrain was less than three percent.

With

as many people traveling in potentially hazardous terrain as was found
in this survey this has the prospect of resulting in a disaster at some
later date.

The importance of rescue equipment needs to be driven home

to people (primarily in avalanche awareness, but also through other
media forms such a.s newspapers, television and radio).

They need to

know just how helpless they can be in a rescue situation without equipment and this can be done best in an educational field session.

VI.

LIMITS OF THE STUDY

Only three of the winter backcountry areas on Mt.
sampled.

Hood were

Although it is believed that these areas are a representative

sample of the total winter backcountry user sample on Mt. Hood no tests
were made to verify this hypothesis.
survey are not, iwc

User statistics obtained in this

arily valid for other use areas on Mt. Hood.
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Appendix i.

Interview, Questionnaire, Follow-up Letter
interviewer's Form

Interviewer

Interview number

Weather:

Clear

Interview Location

Partly cloudy

Day of week

Cloudy

Date

Raining
Snowing
Temp.

Wind speed
Avalanche conditions

Hello, my name is
Un.ivers

.

Oregon State

is conducting an avalanche awareness study among winter back-

country users on Mt. Hood.

I would li.ke to ask you a few short questions.

1.

How many people 4/..e IN your party today?

P.

How often do you make winter hackcountry trips to Mt. Hood. (# of
trips?)

3.

Have you ever witnessed an avalanche or come across avalanche debris
during your winter tra.vols on Mt. Hood?

h.

5.

Yes

No

Can you mark the route you plan to travel today on this map?
What avalanche equipment are you carrying with you?
We would like to give you a questionnaire to fill out when you

get home.

This information will help us develop an avalanche education

program and warning system that will fulfill your needs.
Filling out a questionnaire outdoors in winter is difficult so we

are asking you to fiii it out at home.

in order to accurately recall

details or your trip, it is necessary that you fill out the questionnaire as soon after you get home as possible.

We would also like to send you a summary of the study when we are
finished this spring.

Could we have your name and address please?

Zip

We appreciate your help.

Thank you.
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AVALANCHE AWARENESS SURVEY

Increasing

Winter use or the backcountry is increasing rapidly.

use on Mt. Hood is bringing growing numbers of people into contact with
avalanche slopes where people are required to make a judgment on whether the slope is safe.
Hood to date.

low people have been caught in avalanches on Mt.

However, increasing use of avalanche prone areas means

that the chance;; of accidents occurring will increase unless people are

able to judge avalanche conditions wisely and avoid them.
This questionnaire is designed to help us learn how familiar you
are with avalanche terrain, hazards, safe travel and rescue.

We want

to learn how much most, people using the backcountry in winter now know

about avalanche conditions and avalanche rescue procedures.

If results

of this survey indicate that many people lack knowledge of some of these
subjects, we can design a public education program to make people aware
With your help now, we may be able to prevent acci-

of these things.

dents in the future.

We need to know how much you know right now about these avalanche
.

Please refrain from getting help from friends, books

or other sources.

Please complerte and return this questionnaire within

related sut,jeel

one w ek after returning from your trip.

Answers to the questions will

remain confidentiaH and you will be sent a corrected 1 copy of your questionnaire.
1.

Thank you for your help.

Winter recreation is gaining increasing popularity.

How many years

have you actively participated in winter backcountry activities?
(By this we mean venturing more than 1/2 mile from the nearest

plowed road).
2.

What winter backcountry activity do you most actively participate
(Check only one)

in?

3.

(

)Nordic(Cross- country)Skiing

(

)Ski mountaineering

)Snowmobiling

(

)Climbing

(

)Snowshoeing

(

)other (specify)

(

How many people (average size group) do you usually go with into
winter backcountry areas?

4.

Are these group activities informal with no designated leader?
(

)

Yes

(

)

No

Or, is there usually a designated leader?

)Yes

(

if yes, are you usually that designated leader?
5.

)No

(

)Yes

(

(

)No

Is there someone other than yourself that you might rely on in
your group to evaluate the avalanche hazard?

)Yes

(

(

)No

lr you answered yes, what in your opinion makes this person more
qualified?
6.

How many years have you actively participated in winter backcountry
trips on Mt. Hood?

1.

Did you start, your winter backcountry activities somewhere else?

If so, whore, and how many years ago?

8.

(

Pocky Mountains (U.S.)

(

)

)

Sierras (Calif.)

(

)

North Cascades (Wash.)

(

)

Other (specify)

Have you receivedd_ any :instruction in avalanche safety that might

help you travel in avalanche terrain?
If "yes", explain where.

(

)

Yes

(

)

No

)48

9.

Have you skied in the

Timberline
White kiver
Hood kiver Mdws.

area before?

)Yes(

(

)No

if yes, how many trips into this area have you taken?
10. During the initial interview you outlined to the interviewer the
Do you follow that route and go

route you were planning to take.
as far as you originally planned.?

)Yes

(

)No

(

Can you draw on the enclosed map n. line showing the route you did

follow and mark where you stopped (for rest breaks or lunches)
during your trip?
beginner

11. Would you consider yourself
advanced

(

), or expert

(

(

), intermediate

(

),

at your sport?

)

12. Have you even taken an overnight trip in the winter more than one
mile from the nearest road:

)Yes

(

(

)No

if you answered "yesY , how many times would you estimate you have

been on such trips?

13. Are you ab active mountain climber (or have you been)?

(

)No

)Yes(

How many years have you been climbing?
How many Limep a year do you go climbing?

ih. Do you carry nby avalanche rescue equipment along with you on your
winter tri l>s9

(

)Yes

(

)No

IF you answered "ye:;", what rescue items do you carry?
15. Avnianche

are most, common on

20-30°slopes
)40-60slopes

(

(

35-45°slopes(
); or 50-75°
slopes (
)

)

;

16. What clues might help you in recognizing an avalanche slope?

).

:

119

_Li.

If you naw no sifms or avatahche activity after a storm, would you
consider that slopes were safe for travel?

18.

(

)Yes

(

)No

Can you name some clues that can help you determine whether a
slope is stable or not?
2)

1)
3)

19.

Collapse no

in snow (clearly audible as a "whumpf") indicate

which of the following?
(

(

20.

)stable snow because it is settling

(

)extreme instability

)nothing of importance

(

)marginal instability

Draw on the photo below a line which you think designates the
safest and most feasible route between point "A" and point "B".
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21.

Seeing tracks of wet snowballs rolling down a slope on a warm
spring day ts usually a sign that a slope is stable

22.

(

)True( )False

One member or your party traveling across a potential avalanche
slope starts a small avalanche which breaks below him.

The rest of

the party should follow him quickly across before the slope before
it again becomes unstable.
23.

(

) True

(

)

False

In the spring time, south facing slopes become less dangerous than
north facing slopes because the warming action of the sun stabilizes the snow pack.

24.

) True

(

(

) False

Most avalanches in the U.S. that involve people are triggered by:
{check only one)

25.

a sudden rise in air temperature

(

)

(

)

(

)

the victim

(

)

the added weight of new fallen snow

(

)

not sure

snow Palling onto the avalanche surface from a tree or rock
outcropping.

Your chances of survival after being totally buried in an avalanche
drop be 1 ow 50% alter (check only one)

26.

(

)

(

)

3U minutes
1 hour

(

)

2 hours

(

)

6 hours

not sure

More people die in avalanche accidents (check only one)
(

(

)

)

(

)

(

)

in downhill ski areas

in barkcountry areas (ski tourers and climbers)
on highways
in mountain resort homes and condominium_;
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27.

28.

Most people caught in avalanches die from
(

)

internal bleeding

(

)

heart failure

(

)

suffocation

(

)

hypothermia.

(check only one)

What are things you and members of your party can do to try and
insure a safe crossing of an avalanche path?
)

2)
3)
14)

5)

29.

Upon being caught in an avalanche, what are some things you can do
to help yourself?
1)
2)
3)
14)

30.

Can you rank in order of importance the things you should do if
someone in your party is caught in a backeountry avalanche?
(

)look for clues to the victim's whereabouts in the avalanche
debris
)go forrs

(

(

p

)in:ure the safety of the surviving party

)probe the avalanche site for the victim, if only with ski
poles and skis
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(

31.

)

Mark the spot; where the victim was caught and the last seen
location of the victim after being caught in the slide

You're starting out on a winter backcountry trip with three friends.
An hour and a half from the car one of your friends is buried in an
After a quick search of the area reveals no clues, you

avalanche.

should bend two people to summon help while the third continues to
search.
32.

(

)

True

(

)

False

After coarse probing an area once, you should begin fine probing
the area

(

)

True

(

False

)

33.

Were you aware that avalanches occur in this area?

34.

Have you ever checked with the Forest Service to find out avalanche
conditions on Mt. Hood?

35.

(

)

Yes

(

)No.

No

(

)Yes

(

)No

Would backcountry users really be* helped if the Forest Service
were to expand this program?

37.

(

Did you know there is an avalanche advisory sign posted on the
First Aid Building in Government Camp?

36.

)

)Yes

(

(

)Yes

)No

(

What avalanche warning devices or systems would benefit you most
in preparing for a trip into the backcountry on Mt. Hood (e.g.,
avalanche signs, radio or television messages, etc. )?

38.

If the Forest Service, private outdoor clubs, public organizations,
or privnte individuals were to put on a course on avalanche hazard,
techniques in detection and rescue, would it be of more value to
you (would you be more likely to participate

)

if

(

)

it were on television during prime time on weekdays

(

)

it were on television during weekend morning hours

53

(

i t were

)

H i n e sessions through community college evening

clases
(

)

a series was run in The Sunday Oregonian

(

)

private classes were available in your local area

(

)

Other, specify

Thank you very much for your time and patience.
(

)

please check i f you would like a copy of the summary study
sent to you.
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Pollow-up Letter

Resource Recreation Management
Peavy Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
April 3, 1977

Dear Winter Backcountry User,

Several days ago you received a survey questionnaire as part
of the Avalanche Awareness Study.

If you have already returned

the questionnaire, please consider this a special. "thank you" for
your promptness.

1f, as we often do ourselves, you have put the

questionnaire aside until later, please fill it out and return it
right away.

There will probably never be a better time than now.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

Stephen W. Couche
Project Chairman
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Corrected Avalanche Awareness Questionnaire

Appendix IF.

15.

Avalanche: are most common on 20-30° slopes
35-450 slopes

16.

17.

(

60 -60° slopes

x);

(

)

;

); or 50-750 slopes(

).

What; clues might help you in recognizing an avalanche slope?
1)

steepness of slope

4)

cornice buildup

2)

lack of vegetation

5)

lee slope

3)

avalanche dehri

6)

previous history of avalanches on slope

If you saw no signs of avalanche activity after a storm, would you
consider that, slopes were safe for travel?

18.

(

(x )Yes

(

)No

Can you name some clues that can help you determine whether a
slope is stable or not?

10.

1)

Recent avalanche activity on nearby slopes

2)

Sunballs rolling down slope

3)

Is there enough snow?

)1)

Fraptures in the snow

5)

flnowpack structure

6)

Knowledge or past weather

y)

Terrain characteristics

8)

Amount or new snow, and it's type and density

Collapse noises in snow (clearly audible as

"whumpf") indicate

which of the following?
(

)stable

now because it is settling

(x) extreme instability

(

)nothing of importance

(

)marginal instability
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20.

Draw on the photo het ow a line which you think designates the

safest and most feasible route between point "A" and point "B".

21.

Seeing tracks of wet snowballs rolling down a slope on a warm
spring day is usually a sign that a slope is stable.
(

22.

(

)True

x)

One irk tuber of your pa,rt.y traveling across a potential avalanche

slope starts, a small avalanche which breaks below him.

The rest

of the p!ity should follow him quickly across before the slope
before it again becomes unstable.

(

)

True

(

x) False
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23.

In the spring time, south facing slopes become less dangerous than
north facing slopes because the warming action of the sun stabilizes
the snow pack.

(

)

True

(

x) False

Most avalanches in the U.S. that involve people are triggered by:
(check only one)

25.

a sudden rise in air temperature

(

)

(

)

(x

)

the victim

(

)

the added weight of new fallen snow

(

)

riot sure

snow falling onto the avalanche surface from a tree or rock
outcropping

Your chances of survival after being totally buried in an avalanche drop below 50% after (check only one)
(x

)

(

26.

1. hour

(

)

2 hours

)

6 hours

(

)

not sure

More people die in avalanche accidents (check only one)
(

27.

30 minutes

)

)

in downhill ski areas

(x

)

in backcountry areas (ski tourers and climbers)

(

)

on highways

(

)

in mountain resort homes and condominiums

Most people caught, in avalanches die from
(

)

internal bleeding

(

)

heart failure

(x

)

suffocation

)

hypothermia

(

(check only one)
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28.

What are things you and members of your party can do to try and
insure a safe crossing of nn avalanche path?

6) Make sure rescue trancievers are on transmit

1) Set up a lookout

2) Loosen all equipment
3) Attach avalanche cord around waist

7) Remain silent as each party
member crosses the slope

4) Cross slope one at a time

8) Belay across slope

5) Pick an escape route
29.

Upon being caught in an avalanche, what are some things you can
do to help yourself?

6) Thrust hand through surface

1) Yell out

2) Discard skis, ski poles and pack7) Relax, conserve energy
3) Start swimming motion

8) Ski out if possible

50 Keep mouth closed

9) 0rab hold of obstruction,
pull self out

5) Develop air pocket
30.

Can you rank in order of importance the things you should do if
someone in your party is caught in a backconntry avalanche?
(3) look for clucu to the victim's whereabouts in the avalanche
debris

(5) go for help

(1) insure the safety of the surviving party
(4) probe the avalanche site for the victim,
poles and skis

only with ski

(2) mark the spot where the victim was caught and the lust seen
location of the victim after being caught in the slide
31.

You're starting out on a winter backcountry trip with three friends.
An hour and a half from the car one of your friends is buried in
an avalanche.

After a quick search of the area reveals no clues,
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the third continues
you should 'end two people to summon help while
to search.
32.

(

) True

(

x) False

After coarse probing an area once, you should begin fine probing
the area.

(

)

True

(x) Paise
( x)Yes

33.

Were you aware that avalanches occur in this area?

34.

Have you ever checked with the Forest Service to find out
avalanche conditions on Mt. Hood?

(

x) Yes

(

)

No

(

) No
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